
The handy and powerful CC-IW 950 electric impact wrench is a universal aid for changing tires effortlessly and in next to no time. Comfortable

operation and a safe hold is assured at all times by the soft grip on the grip areas. In addition, the rocker switch allows quick reversing of direction. The

robust housing, powerful 950 W and an ample 450 newton meters of torque enable a wide range of challenging jobs to be performed. The car impact

wrench comes complete with four socket wrench bits (17, 19, 21 & 22 mm) in a practical plastic case.

Impact Wrench

CC-IW 950
Item No.: 4259950

Ident No.: 11015

Bar Code: 4006825609349

Features & Benefits
Electric impact wrench for changing tires in next to no time-

Powerful 950 watt motor-

Rocker switch for quick reversing of direction-

Soft grip for comfortable operation and a safe hold-

Impact mechanism in a robust housing for challenging tasks-

Complete with 4 socket wrench bits  (17, 19, 21 & 22 mm)-

Delivered in a practical transport and storage case-

Technical Data
- Mains Supply 230-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 950 W

- No-load speed ( idle speed ) 2300 min^-1

- Max. Torque 450 Nm

- Square drive mount 0.5 inch

- Power cord length 200 cm

Logistic Data
- Tool weight 3.4 kg

- Product weight (kg) 3.4

- Gross Weight 5.8 kg

- Gross weight (kg) 5.8

- Dimensions single packaging 390 x 130 x 320 mm

- Pieces per export carton 2 Pieces

- Gross weight of export carton 12 kg

- Dimensions Export Carton 390 x 340 x 275 mm

- Container quantity (20''/40''/40'' HC) 1500 | 3000 | 3660

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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